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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Web has become an indispensable tool of modern culture. To a degree, its initial promise of creating a global network that offers access to the knowledge of the world has been realized. It supports
advanced technological research in the sciences, arts, and humanities, but it also has popular appeal
(online news, media, telecommunications) and has drawn wide public engagement (Flickr, del.icio.us,
Wikipedia). Powerful, but relatively crude, search engines organize the enormous amount of information
on the Internet into simple answers to clear cut, search term-based questions. What is deceptive about
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this everyday process is that it flattens rather than deepens and improves knowledge since popular
search engines enforce a historical perspective; the Web does not support the long-tail effect. Research
questions which require more than immediate information are thwarted. For instance, we can easily
find documents on the Web about Lucy, the hominid, but we have no direct way to discover the locations of finds of a similar kind. Even more disturbing is the lack of accessibility to important research
which predates Web publishing. Information that is not easily available on the Web is less frequently
cited by others and often deemed irrelevant. In a recent seminar on the semantic Web, we found that
most researchers were unaware of important advances in database integration carried out in the 70’s,
although it was directly relevant to their work.
What is the problem? Even though information on the Web is densely linked (the average distance
between documents is only 7 successive links [Broder et al. 2000]), the information itself is not related
in a meaningful way. Current search engines will never be enough because they fail to provide the
epistemological and historical context of a question which gives results meaning, they are designed
as a tool for information aggregation not knowledge integration. Recent interdisciplinary research
on digital libraries and the semantic Web addresses this precise problem, however, no clear research
agenda has yet emerged. Mainstream research seems to stagnate around several key paradigms which
are left unquestioned or at least not challenged. Carl Lagoze states that “. . the underlying public key
infrastructure that was seen as ‘essential to the emergence of digital libraries’ remains undeveloped.
Despite efforts of the W3C’s Semantic Web initiative, the holy grail of semantic interoperability remains
elusive” [Lagoze et al. 2005]. So the dream of a global network of knowledge, which goes back at least
to early research on machine translation [Sowa 1992], seems still to be as far away as ever.
In this article, we offer a new approach to problems of semantic interoperability and the creation of
a global knowledge network by offering a critique of past and current research (Section 2), challenging
some current preconceptions about the nature of ontologies and the creation of semantic networks,
(Section 3), presenting a nearly generic semantic model for summarizing, structuring, and combining
existing data, (Section 4), discussing implementation alternatives (Section 5), and proposing a clear
research agenda that will prepare the way for more advanced research (Section 6). This research agenda
is focused on, but not restricted to, the management of information for cultural-historical research.
Nevertheless, it also seems applicable to the integration of information about scientific experimental
records and even some business applications.
2.

PAST AND CURRENT RESEARCH

A breathtaking amount of digital information, including formally structured documents and databases,
multimedia objects, and documents without formal structure are being added to the Web everyday.
Digital libraries offer ways of organizing this data deluge to support scientific and scholarly research
and publishing as well as to serve a general public. Those who maintain these repositories strive hard
to find generic, affordable, and scalable mechanisms to serve a vast range of disciplines. However, old
paradigms of the traditional library have not kept pace with the global shift to an electronic medium.
Business models and methods of cataloging remain equally outmoded: subject catalogs may have become
electronic but the structured metadata about the creation and form of an object remain the equivalents
of old library cards. The quantity of incoming information leaves less time for careful cataloging, and
once content becomes accessible in a machine-readable form, automated methods take over to find
characteristic keywords in texts by statistical means.
Intellectually, there is a slow shift from classifying the material by the context of creation, for example,
the discipline, such as ‘520 Astronomy’ [Dewey 2003], to providing more and more detail about the
content itself. Still, the dream of every researcher is to be able to find documents that pertain to specific
questions, such as “who were the real editors of the Yalta Agreement” or “where was the last case of
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smallpox.” Everyone expects computer scientists to be able to create systems which support these kinds
of searches, yet the real meaning of a text and the real things it refers to still seems to disappear behind
polysemy, ambiguity, and missing background knowledge. There is to date no general computational
model that logically interprets human argumentation in natural language [Fauconnier and Turner
2002] so, for the time being, texts cannot be understood by machines in the same way as humans.
Artificial Intelligence research in the 60’s and 70’s fell far behind initial expectations, but it did give
rise to important work in semantic networks. Semantic networks were conceived in order to solve the
problem of machine translation of natural language. As John Sowa [1992] explains, the term seems to
have been coined in 1961, but the idea can be traced back to the Greek philosopher Porphyry in his
commentary on Aristotle’s Categories in the 3rd century AD. It was understood that human knowledge
forms a huge network of propositions which are connected via their constituents, typically regarded as
entities and the relations between them. In a semantic network, it is possible under certain conditions
to infer new knowledge from registered facts. We refer to this phase of research as the beginning of the
dream of a global network of knowledge. Huge knowledge bases were formed [Cycorp 2006, Wordnet
2006] to describe the general knowledge behind words in common discourse. Despite these successes,
machine translation characteristically transports ambiguities of the original into the translated text.
A method which could combine integrated knowledge in our digital resources into a global, machinereadable network of knowledge has never been fully realized. Hypertext links, which form the main
structural paradigm of the Web at present, allow one to navigate manually in a network of information,
but the links will never form a global semantic network.
There are scientists, scholars, and business people who communicate successfully via millions of
databases, which make the meaning of any single bit of information explicit and machine-readable by
application-specific data structures in stand-alone systems. Yet new information systems, often employing idiosyncratic structures and new ways of encoding the same information, are boundless. Consequently, encoded information often cannot be accessed, compared, or combined across heterogeneous
information systems in a common way and this produces a silos of information problem.
Research in database integration in the 80’s, based on a paradigm of algebraic transformations, did
not really solve the problem. In the early 90’s, the first successful full-scale information integration systems appeared and most were based on extensible knowledge representation models as global schemas
(e.g., Lu et al. [1996]; Levy et al. [1996]; Bayardo et al. [1997]). The actual integration of the various
idiosyncratic systems in a large institutional setting so that databases could talk to one another turned
out to be extremely labor intensive. Standardization to a common schema is often counterproductive
since it freezes the state-of-the-art and does not recognize special cases/exceptions.
Since the mid-90’s, it has been widely accepted that explicit knowledge representation models of a
domain discourse (i.e., how the human mind perceives the possible states of affairs of a domain) are the
only way to connect our digital resources in a meaningful way [Gruber 1993]. Only these models have
the necessary general validity and flexibility to deal with the diversity and evolution of information.
These categories of thought, or ontological structures, are not immediately obvious even to the expert;
they need to be engineered by eliciting knowledge from verious experts and consolidated into a formal
logic, a process which requires considerable skill and interdisciplinary knowledge.
Berners-Lee and Fischetti’s book [1999] and the famous paper by Berners-Lee et al. [2001] on the
Semantic Web set forth the grand vision and a new research agenda was on the horizon. Once the designers of information systems could formulate the meaning of data structures in terms of ontologies, it
should then be possible to merge these ontological structures with information systems [Smith 2003],
including the vast amount of semistructured information which populates the Web, and combine them
with natural language processing techniques, thereby making operational for the first time a global
network of knowledge. In theory this sounded very promising. Yet 8 years later, many researchers are
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sceptical and still puzzled by the immense variety of concepts which govern human cognition. Many
have concluded that human conceptualization is highly individual and specific to domains of discourse
[Aberer et al. 2004]. As a result, a large part of semantic Web research deals with the correlation or mapping of domain-specific terminologies that are used in comparable contexts [Schorlemmer and Kalfoglou
2005]. In our view, it is this almost exclusive focus on terminology rather than ontological structures
that has proved a distraction to following other necessary and complementary lines of research.
3.

PRECONCEPTIONS AND COUNTERPOSITIONS

There are a number of preconceptions that guide current research which actually pose obstacles to
progress.
(1) Semantic integration requires a generic top-down approach, not one dependent on domain-specific
needs.
(2) Ontologies are huge, messy, idiosyncratic and domain dependent, so mapping between them is the
only generic answer.
(3) Information integration is about the integration of ontologies and individual classes.
(4) More automated reasoning is needed to exploit our digital knowledge.
(5) Manual work is not scalable or affordable.
3.1

The Top-Down Approach

A generic top-down approach, not one dependent on domain-specific needs, is required for semantic
integration of digital libraries.
Counterposition. In principle it is true that we need a generic approach. Generic solutions are generally quick and cheap, but they have a limited life span as demonstrated by statistical methods of
information retrieval or the hypertext model. The intrinsic failure of any top-down approach is that its
initial conceptualization can never fully anticipate future problems and it will never support semantic
interoperability.
The pitfalls of a top-down approach for digital libraries can be illustrated by the limits of the Dublin
Core (DC) metadata element set (DCMI 2006). It is an excellent simplification of bibliographic information that provides a unified data structure to all kinds of materials. However, after the initial definition in
1995 pertained only to “the essential features of electronic documents” (http://dublincore.org/workshops/
dc1/report.shtml), more and more cases were squeezed under the same umbrella, regarding the DC as
the suitable framework for wide extensions [Weibel et al. 1997]. So in the end, quite a lot of domainspecific interpretations of seemingly common metadata elements became mutually incompatible, and
the usefulness of the DC broke down. (E.g., instance, we have witnessed a serious application of the DC
that named an excavating archaeologist as ‘DC.creator’ of a set of artifacts). Attempts to qualify the
Dublin Core Elements only increased heterogeneity so qualified DC was officially abandoned by the DC
Consortium.
It is simply wrong to think that all generic solutions need to be top-down. We have created a bottom-up
ontology that starts with the analysis of real research scenarios and information management practices
in different domains. It is based on deep knowledge of the engineering of interdisciplinary work that
generalizes domain-specific cases in order to find the most generic ontological structures and generic
processes across multiple domains. We encourage more work of this kind.
3.2

Mapping Between Ontologies

Ontologies are huge, messy, idiosyncratic and domain dependent, so mapping between different ontologies is the only generic answer.
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Counterposition. From an empirical analysis of ontologies that are used in information systems, there
seem to be two distinct kinds of ontologies (see Magkanaraki et al. [2002]): (a) ones that consist mainly
of an individual concept, and (b) ones that try to capture the underlying structure of data on a more
generic level of analysis.
The ontologies which consist mainly of individual concepts are characteristically used to structure
data in data fields such as type, category, object name, or role and refine the characterization of referred
entities. Let us call these ‘terminological ontologies’. They are often organized around complex terminologies and thesauri. Characteristically, the WC3 has proposed the RDF schema SKOS Core for dealing
with concepts as instances of RDFS classes. These ontologies tend to be huge, and their structure is dominated by the IsA relationship. For instance, UMLS [2006] integrates 5 million medical-pharmaceutical
terms from hundreds of source vocabularies into about 1 million concepts.
By contrast, there are other kinds of ontologies that try to capture the generic level of analysis of
a data schema or data structure. Let us call these core ontologies. For instance, UMLS is structured
by a core ontology of roughly 130 semantic types and about 50 semantic relations. These relationships
are generic and not domain-specific, but they are very powerful. The CIDOC CRM is a core ontology
(Section 4) that abstracts hundreds of schemata used for documentation in various museum disciplines
into 80 classes and 130 relationships. Yet we have found that less than five percent of its concepts can
be regarded as specific to museums.
Most researchers fail to recognize the distinctive character of core ontologies for schema semantics.
Core ontologies are not huge and messy; they are small, compact, and focused on relationships not
objects. It is often argued that IsA hierarchies of a domain terminology structure a domain. This is
certainly true, but what they do not take into account is the internal information structure itself. The
internal structure of information is defined only by relations (or attributes) connecting particulars and
not by individual classes or terms [Wittgenstein 1984; Storey 2005], therefore it is quite natural that
core ontologies focus on relationships. In our experience, relationships, and the classes they relate, are
rarely domain-specific. They pertain to generic kinds of discourse such as location, participation, partdecomposition, and reveal generic structures that integrate both factual and categorical knowledge in
a way that is useful even for very specific applications. We need interdisciplinary work to discover and
engineer these relationships. It would be cost effective to manually harmonize, merge, or integrate them
in the best possible way since they are small and manageable yet widely applicable. Requirements for
this work have already been expressed by Guarino [1998] and Smith [2003]. It is important, however, to
point out that our core ontologies should not be confused with the foundational ontologies as presented
in Masolo et al. [2001], which contain generic relationships, but lack relevant empirical support.
3.3

Information Integration

Queries are mainly about things of a given class. The main challenge of information integration is the
integration of ontologies and individual classes.
Counterposition. We believe the salience of this simple query paradigm is not sufficiently supported
by empirical studies. Yet in a curious way it points to something that is psychologically significant since
it expresses an expectation of what databases should be able to provide. A typical research question contains a “why” question, for instance, “why did the Chinese stop seafaring in 1425?”. We believe queries
pertain more frequently to particulars than to universals, at least this is the case in history and culture.
Surprisingly, there are no reliable studies about the formal structure of typical user questions or
long-term research questions. Many user studies are either based on interviews, and hence elicit only
intuition, or are based on observing user behaviour with existing information systems, and hence elicit
only reactions to the design of particular systems. Dworman et al. [2000] came to a similar conclusion
following unpublished user studies (private communication) that pattern-oriented retrieval (i.e., search
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for relationships in documents) can describe a great deal of the more complex questions. In the absence of
real user studies, one may argue that there is no scientific basis for the design of our current information
systems with respect to the queries users want to be able to process about factual relations. Recently,
Cardoso and Sheth [2006] have stressed the extraordinary importance of access to factual relationships
for the Semantic Web, in particular with respect to business applications.
We need to systematically analyze the workflow of researchers as well as the original research questions they ask at each phase of their research process. We believe that the ability to track ever deeper
paths of relationships is a necessity for grappling with the complex queries that drive primary research
questions, such as “is their a reality to Noah’s flood?” [Ryan and Pitman 1998]. So, if relationships are
actually more relevant for our queries, and those relationships are limited in number, then we now
have a chance to create systems with powerful core ontologies that could constitute a conceptual model
for global networks of knowledge.
3.4

The Coreferencing Problem

We need more automated reasoning in order to exploit our digital knowledge.
Counterposition. This is true. But before any reasoning can be done, data must be correctly identified
and connected. Therefore, we must define global relationships and not just individual classes. We can
do this by first defining identity and coreference conditions since otherwise it is unclear what we are
actually connecting. This problem is often overlooked by researchers, especially in the Semantic Web
community. The tendency is to regard this problem as a question of dirty data, as the term data-cleaning
suggests, which can be overcome in an intermediate step of data processing or by the good practice of
using correct or unique identifiers. At present, there is no theory of what ultimately allows us to conclude
coreference, i.e., that two disparate resources refer to a common item. One may argue that questions of
identity can be solved by comparing properties (see Guarino and Welty [2001]). But, since a computer
cannot witness reality, reasoning can only be based on relations to other items for which identity has
already been determined. So we remain at the same point and no progress is made. It is high time to
develop a theory of coreference negotiation. In Section 4, we elaborate in detail on our solution to the
coreference problem.
3.5

Harnessing Manual Work

Manual work is not scalable or affordable.
Counterposition. Billions of people produce content manually on the Web everyday and we need
to think of ways to harness this effort as a resource. Wikipedia demonstrates that manual work is
indeed scalable and cost effective. The question of how to employ manual work in the integration and
maintenance of digital knowledge is a social problem not a technical one. We need to design reliable
interactive processes and reward mechanisms that draw in researchers, experts, virtual communities
and organizations on a massive scale for cataloging, coreference detection and ontology development.
The idea is not to do most of the work manually. We suggest the development of semiautomatic
algorithms that support automated methods which would flag two items that might be identical and
register an association attribution with a belief ranking which could then be checked and verified manually either by an expert or by someone else with a reliability ranking. As we have learned from machine
translations that support human translation (as pretranslation), systems become more effective when
trained manually for a special domain, ontology creation, ontology mapping, and coreference negotiation
of particulars. The best method would be one which combines manual and automated processes.
In summary, these counterpositions lead us to believe in the feasibility of large-scale knowledge
management systems that have the potential to transform the technical, social, and political structure
of the Internet which would then make a global knowledge network possible.
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A NEARLY GENERIC INFORMATION MODEL

In this section, we present an application of the counterpositions presented in Section 3 to a concrete
example from the CIDOC CRM, a core ontology of the kind proposed in Section 3.2, as a nearly generic
model. We describe the context and process of its creation and the motivation behind its development
as a generic model, then we go on to propose a powerful information architecture that could emerge
based on the CRM, and finally, we discuss the general processes necessary to maintain and support a
global knowledge network.
4.1

The CIDOC CRM—Engineering Core Information Structures

The CIDOC CRM is a formal ontology [Crofts et al. 2005] intended to facilitate the integration, mediation, and interchange of heterogeneous cultural heritage information. It was developed by interdisciplinary teams of experts, coming from fields as diverse as computer science, archaeology, museum
curation, history of arts, natural history, library science, physics and philosophy, under the aegis of the
International Committee for Documentation (CIDOC) of the International Council of Museums (ICOM).
It started bottom-up, by reengineering and integrating the semantic contents of a multitude of database
schemata and documentation structures from all kinds of museum disciplines, archives, and more recently libraries. The very first schema analyzed in 1996, the CIDOC Relational Data Model with more
than 400 tables [Reed 1995], was reduced in 1996 to a model of about 50 classes and 60 properties with a
far wider applicability than the original schema. Now, the model contains 80 classes and 132 properties,
representing the semantics of hundreds of schemata. The development team applied strict principles
to admit only concepts that serve the function of global information integration, and other more philosophical restrictions about the kinds of discourse to be supported (for more detail, see Doerr [2003]).
The application of these principles was successful in two ways. First, the model became very compact
without compromising adequacy. Second, the more schemata were analyzed, the fewer changes were
needed in the model (see version history CIDOC CRM [2006]. This experience convinced CIDOC in 2000
to begin the ISO standardization process and the model was accepted in September 2006 as ISO21127.
A competitive core model, the ABC Harmony model, developed independently by the digital library
and multimedia communities, was harmonized with the CRM in 2001 [Doerr et al. 2004], enriching
the CRM with some abstractions of material and immaterial things. Currently, the model of library
concepts maintained by the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), the FRBR and
FRAD model [LeBoeuf 2005], has been formulated as a specialized version of the CRM without any
changes. [Doerr and LeBoeuf 2006]. This ease of convergence, even with models from new domains, is
encouraging evidence that the CRM captures nearly generic concepts beyond its original limited scope.
Three ideas are central to the CRM.
(a) The relationship between entities and the identifiers that are used to refer to the entities, and the
ambiguity of reference, are part of the historical reality that is to be described rather than to be
resolved in advance. Therefore, the CRM distinguishes nodes representing real-world items from
nodes representing names per se (see Section 4.2).
(b) Types and classification systems are not only a means of structuring information about reality from
an external point of view, but they are also part of the historical reality itself as a human invention.
Similarly, all documentation is seen as part of a reality and may be described in conjunction with
the documented content.
(c) A characteristic way to analyze the past is to divide it up into discrete events. The documented
past can be formulated as events involving persistent items (continuants or endurants) [Crofts et al.
2005], both material (Ceasar, Lucy) and immaterial (the Empire, Hominid). Material and immaterial items can be present in events either through physical information carriers or as concepts.
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Fig. 1. Historical events as meetings of things and people.

From this point of view, a picture of history as a network of lifelines of persistent items meeting in
events in space/time emerges (Figure 1). This abstraction turns out to be extraordinary powerful. Many
intuitive relationships are analyzed in terms of events, such as “has creator” or “has origin.” With a
minimal schema, a surprising wealth of inferences arise and any event can be described by the CRM.
For instance, complex genetic family relations can be represented by birth events from a father and a
mother. The friend-of-a-friend application (FOAF) [Dodds 2004] can be based on co-authoring and other
common events between people. Influences on lives and achievements can be traced to people meeting or
communicating with other people and the development of ideas, theories, and discoveries that lead back
to them. Chronologies can be justified by the causal ordering of events [Doerr et al. 2004]. Experimental
knowledge in the sciences is gained by actual human experiments that are carried out by individuals
and teams of researchers in space/time; they can be documented as events, independent of subject
matter, calculating statics of bridges or climate models that are not covered by ontologies but can be
documented as events. Descriptive sciences, like geosciences and biodiversity studies, gain knowledge
by collecting an immense number of observations from individual scientists and research teams, that
can be described as events on a human scale connected to people and ideas. Embedded in all metadata
stored in libraries, including digital libraries, is a historical perspective which can be described as events.
The key ideas of the CRM have been compressed into an extraordinarily small metadata schema,
the CRM Core (see Appendix) [Sinclair et al. 2006; Doerr and Kritsotaki 2006] with 20 fields which
maintain the potential to create huge meaningful networks of knowledge about correlated events that
support powerful queries. We assume, that it is not the simplicity of the applications we have studied
but the quality of the abstractions we have developed over more than a decade that uphold the integrity
of the compressed model.
In summary, we have shown that at least in the case of the CRM, a bottom-up engineering approach
can lead to a nearly generic information model of extraordinarily wide applicability, robust against
further extensions of scope, and superior in its expressive power to top-down approaches.
In the following sections, we investigate what is necessary to create global knowledge networks based
on the CRM or similar models.
4.2

The Linking Paradigm—Documents and Knowledge

In this section, we develop a model of how to semantically connect documents in a way that is diametrically opposed to the current hypertext paradigm. Using a minimal but central part of the CIDOC
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Fig. 2. Allied leaders at Yalta.

CRM as an example, we elaborate the problem of extracting knowledge from the contents of documents,
metadata and links between documents into a coherent semantic network.
4.2.1 A Minimal Network Model. Let us examine the following model of three classes and two
properties from the CIDOC CRM:
E5 Event. P12 occurred in the presence of: E77 Persistent Item
E5 Event. P7 took place at : E53 Place
The CRM class E77 Persistent Item comprises material and immaterial things, including people. Consider now the following data and metadata records. The State Department of the United States holds
a copy of the Yalta Agreement. One paragraph begins, “The following declaration has been approved:
The Premier of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and
the President of the United States of America . . . jointly declare their mutual agreement to concert . . . ”
[Halsall 1997]. A Dublin Core record about this text might read as follows.
Type:
Title:
Title.Subtitle:
Date:
Creator:

Publisher:
Subject:

Text
Protocol of Proceedings of Crimea Conference
II. Declaration of Liberated Europe
February 11, 1945.
The Premier of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom
The President of the United States of America
State Department
Postwar division of Europe and Japan

The Bettmann Archive in New York holds a world-famous photo of this event (Figure 2). A Dublin Core
record for Figure 2 might be as follows.
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Type:
Title:
Date:
Publisher:
Source:
References:

Image
Allied Leaders at Yalta
1945
United Press International (UPI)
Wikipedia
Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin

Another piece of information comes from the Thesaurus of Geographic Names [TGN], which may be
captured by the following data.
TGN Id:
Names:
Types:
Position:
Hierarchy:
Note:

Source:

7012124
Yalta (C,V), Jalta (C,V)
inhabited place(C), city (C)
Lat: 44 30 N,Long: 034 10 E
Europe (continent) <– Ukrayina (nation) <– Krym (autonomous republic)
Located on S shore of Crimean Peninsula; site of conference between Allied powers in
WW II in 1945; is a vacation resort noted for pleasant climate, & coastal & mountain
scenery; produces wine, canned fruit & tobacco products.
TGN, Thesaurus of Geographic Names

It has long been recognized that the only element that is common to all of these records in the date
1945, and that is why a Google search for the Yalta Agreement will not be adequate.
We can represent most of the information from these three sources as instances of 3 Classes and 2
Properties of the CIDOC CRM.
(1) Crimea Conference (E5)
P12 occurred in the presence of
The Premier of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (E77)
The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom (E77)
The President of the United States of America (E77)
Protocol of Proceedings of Crimea Conference (E77)
(2) Allied Leaders at Yalta (E5)
P12 occurred in the presence of
Stalin (E77)
Churchill (E77)
Roosevelt (E77)
Photo of Allied Leaders at Yalta (E77)
P7 took place at
Yalta (E53)
(3) Yalta Conference (E5)
P12 occurred in the presence of
Allied Powers (E77)
P7 took place at
Yalta(E53)
If we can resolve in sequence the different ways of referring to the same items, the uncorrelated
parts will collapse into a single network, which connects the text, the image, the place, and the people
through the historic event.
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(4) Yalta Conference (E5)
P12 occurred in the presence of
Stalin, Premier of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (E77)
Churchill, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom (E77)
Roosevelt, President of the United States of America (E77)
Protocol of Proceedings of Crimea Conference (E77)
Photo of Allied Leaders at Yalta (E77)
P7 took place at
Yalta(E53)
4.2.2 Relations and Documents. If we are able to collect enough related events even this rudimentary schema would create a powerful network for collecting biographical and contextual data
about people and documents, objects, and places. The compressed CRM Core metadata schema allows for classifying all referred items, roles in events, and part-whole relationships, resulting in readable descriptions of events and things. The full CIDOC CRM has approximately 130 relationships
and covers a high level of detail with respect to elaborate database schemata. However, the full
and compressed versions both rely on the same principles. What we learn from this example is the
following.
(a) A knowledge network must be built on suitable ontological abstractions that support relevant
relationships. These can be surprisingly simple yet powerful. Explicit event representation seems
to greatly reduce the complexity of necessary relationships.
(b) Little advanced reasoning can take place if the elements of the network are not connected. They
connect through the domain and range values of the relations that identify items in a domain
of discourse. The identifiers are normally not unique and therefore don’t match. This duplicate
removal or co reference detection is a process widely underestimated in importance for information
integration (see Section 4.3).
(c) Knowledge about relationships comes from the document, either from its proper contents or its
metadata, or it is derived from another source. What actually relates the documents is not a hyperlink, but the fact that they refer to the very same items. These may be events, dates, places, people,
material or immaterial things such as texts, images, names etc. Even terms can often be seen as
(conceptual) items of discourse, rather than as expressions of classification or reasoning.
Since the connecting facts are not revealed in the hyperlink, the hypertext model is fundamentally
limited to manual navigation. Equally misleading is the paradigm of a document as a digital surrogate
of a real-world item, which is one of the motivations for the RDF syntax. There is a problem, however,
about which of the documents, out of all the documents about a real-world item, should become the
surrogate; how should the competition between the properties of the surrogate and the thing itself be
resolved?
We suggest that appropriate digital surrogates of real-world things should be modeled as nodes
external to the documents, bare of any necessary property besides an identity as described in Section 4.3.
Let us call them in the sequence surrogate nodes. The relations between nodes should be seen as
extractions or summarizations from the documents (see Figure 3). Let us call these facts. By facts
[Degen et al. 2001] we mean the instances of relationships (or properties in the terminology of OWL
and RDFS). Constructs like the reification in RDF and other argumentation models [Roux and Blasco
2004] make explicit the link between the source provided and the relation explicit.
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Fig. 3. Relations as document summarization.

4.3

Knowledge Management Based on Coreference Links

As already shown, even if we have a global schema and the means to provide factual relations, one
important feature that is necessary to build a network is missing; we do not know if two relations relate
to the same item. This important problem has not received much attention but has been described by
Levesque [1984] as coreference. In the next section, we propose a novel model to achieve long-term
scalable integration of facts.
In the context of our daily lives, we communicate through the consistent use of names and identifiers,
and we resolve ambiguities through dialogue. It is normal practice for people entering data into a wellmaintained database to make sure that exactly one identifier is used for each real-world item so that
the identifiers reflect reality. Normally, those who maintain databases form a community, so that doubts
about the correct use of identifiers can be resolved between the users. For instance, we would expect that
an administration database of a business has unique identifiers for each of their employees. However,
even under conditions of good practice, we do not know if two independently maintained databases refer
to the same real-world items or even if they use the same identifier. Given the variability of human
language, there is nothing that would allow us to be sure about the meaning of any word and, for most
particular items (i.e. things and events), there are not even specific names in use.
Librarians and others have invested heavily in so-called authority files or knowledge organization
systems (KOS) [Patel et al. 2005], which register names and characteristics of authors and other items
and associate them with a preferred representation in a central resource, and then advise colleagues to
use the central resource as a reference to obtain unique identifiers. In one respect, this does not solve
anything since we still cannot determine if a local source refers to an item also listed in the KOS. In
another respect, the approach has been partially successful. The descriptions increase the chance that
an expert of the local source can recognize the item, use the identifier, and then pass this on to colleagues
who will also use the identifier for the same item. But using a central resource causes serious scalability
problems. The standardization process always lags behind reality. Even worse, different communities
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in different countries tend to create their own authority files with overlapping content so once again
we must start from the beginning.
Computer scientists tend to regard the recognition of coreference (duplicate detection) as a question
of probability that two items are referred to by similar names or similar properties, for example, Bilenko
and Mooney [2003]. They employ various heuristics that compare the attributes by which items are
characterized in different data sources and compute a probability that they mean the same thing (e.g.,
it is reasonable to assume that two people with the same name, same birth date, and birth place
are actually identical, but they leave it to the user to believe the association or not). Unfortunately,
databases tend to register different properties of the same things or properties that may change over
time so that it is rare for properties to be closely compared. Even worse, duplicate detection requires
a certain preexisiting degree of integration: for instance, does the place name for a birth place in one
record refer to the same place as the placename in another record? In the end, the pure probability of
two different items having the same properties is messed up with all kinds of systematic errors which
are very difficult to treat systematically.
What is common to both approaches is the fact that they do not preserve actual knowledge that an
identifier a1 in source s1, and an identifier a2 in source s2 refer to the same real-world item. If we make
the assumption that the maintainer or creator of s1 knows what a1 means, and the maintainer or creator
of s2 knows what a2 means, both could convene and record the fact of coreference without any common
attribute or authority file. We regard a coreference statement as an elementary piece of scientific or
scholarly knowledge, regardless of any heuristic-based software assisting in the identification process,
and not as a question of data cleaning. Each coreference statement allows for the connection of all
factual relations to the two identifiers involved.
So, if we publish a coreference statement and preserve the referential integrity, we have achieved
more than any authority file: we have connected facts from two information assets to the best of our
knowledge. In order to create a global knowledge network, we need only publish and preserve each
and every detected coreference together with its sources. Then the network will grow simply through
the efforts of the users. Nothing like this exists on the Web at the moment, but it is potentially a way
of engaging the public, as in Wikipedia, to play a large role in building a global knowledge network.
Intuitively, coreference should be transitive and form equivalence classes [Levesque 1984] that could
scale up to any size. In order to relate the elements of an equivalence class of cardinality ν, a minimal
number of (ν-1) primary equivalences is needed to derive all ν(ν-1)/2 equivalences. This demonstrates
the economic power of preserving coreference knowledge once the networks grow tighter. Each equivalence class can be identified with a surrogate node as described previously. Coreference links can also
be implemented indirectly as links to a common surrogate node.
Let us regard a pool of documents. Before any coreference has been detected, each occurrence of an
identifier corresponds to another surrogate node. As long as an activity of finding coreferences is maintained, the network has the potential to converge to a state in which each real-world item is represented
by exactly one surrogate node, and then complete integration of facts will have been achieved. One can
regard the average ratio of surrogate nodes to referred items as a kind of “entropy” measure for the
degree of factual network integration. The entropy will increase with each new document introduced
into a network pool. Some coreferences may never be resolved due to lack of knowledge. So a competition situation will arise between coreference detection, the integrative process, and the introduction
of new information, the divertive process. The degree of integration is a measure of the quality of the
network.
We suggest that coreference detection must be a semi-automatic process. Massive participation of
scholars qua experts in this process will be essential since it requires specialized knowledge and should
not be left to automated guesswork. As a matter of good practice, it should become a product of scholarly
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research that is properly documented. Mathematical models could be developed that would estimate
the time it took to carry out integration activity and offer a cost-benefit analysis. Further, formal
foundations of data-cleaning methods could be investigated, such as the extent to which the propagation
of coreference knowledge allows for inferences or assumptions about other coreferences via related facts
etc. Finally, mathematical models could be used to develop effective strategies in peer-to-peer networks
of coreference detection and monitoring of global consistency.
In this section, we have introduced the idea of a knowledge economy and the long-term integration
of digital repositories by preserving knowledge about coreference. This idea is radically new, in four
respects.
The ultimate authority for identifier equivalence are people—the witness or the expert—with knowledge of the two contexts that are to be connected. Coreference is a valuable element of knowledge that
comes at high cost, therefore it should be curated and preserved and future information systems need
to take account of this fact.
The model suggests that several current approaches of ad-hoc data cleaning and central authorities
are ineffective and miss an important part of the problem, namely, the preservation and control of
real-time detected coreferences.
The co-reference model can be implemented in a completely distributed democratic manner. Therefore, in contrast to other approaches, it is completely scalable and imposes minimal constraints on the
kind of organization in which it will be implemented. Much research is ongoing on the management of
networks for social tagging or decision making. For instance, Rodriguez et al. [2007] have implemented
Smartocracy, a trust-based social network combined with a vote-based decision network. This approach
shows an interesting way to effectively manage the problem of varying expertise between participants
in a social decision network without authoritative control. The suggested model has the potential to
converge on the “best knowledge to date.”
So far we have deliberately presented a simplistic view of the identity question for the purposes
of argument. The concept of identity is philosophically demanding [Wiggins 2001]. We expect this
simplistic view to hold in those cases where, for any two identifiers a1, a2, one can decide whether a1 is
equivalent to a2 or not, at least if there is common agreement about the interpretation of both sources.
This is normally true for references to particulars such as people, geopolitical units at a particular
time, vehicles, buildings etc. Yet this may not be the case for concepts [Lakoff 1987] or things with fuzzy
boundaries, such as mountains etc. In these harder cases, it is more difficult to agree about transitivity
of coreference. Therefore, it is clear that fundamental theoretical research needs to be carried out
regarding how the identity of things, described in different contexts, can be compared.
5.

IMPLEMENTATION AND ADOPTION

The following section is based on the experience of the authors and others with applications of the
CIDOC CRM or comparable systems. A series of applications have already been based on the CIDOC
CRM in one form or another. Particularly successful were information integration environments in
the cultural domain, which employ relevant parts of the model or its precursors either as common
schema (e.g., the musinfo system [Crofts 1999] or as global schema [Kim et al. 2004; Nussbaumer and
Hashofer 2007]. These confirm the adequacy of the model. In the CLIO system, [Dionissiadou and Doerr
1994], we found entering data directly into a semantic network ergonomically ineffective. Most applications use the standard as a guide to good practice for conceptual modeling of dedicated information
systems (http://cidoc.ics.forth.gr/uses applications.html). They take parts of the model and customize
it according to their needs with the built-in ability to export or query content in terms of the global
model. The ubi-erat-lupa project [Doerr et al. 2004] integrates complementary rather than analogous
resources under the CIDOC model: there are inscriptions of the names of people on stones on sites,
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and each relationship is listed in another autonomous resource. Because most identifiers do not match
between resources, we had to start implementing a system for semi-automatic coreference detection
and correction. This experience was a major motivation for this article. To our knowledge, no information integration system for autonomous resources employs a global model and solves the coreference
problem.
So, how can facts be created in an efficient way? Apart from using free text, people like to document
and create metadata by filling in forms that are highly specific to the context of their work, and they do
it in very large quantity. The role of these forms is often that of a questionnaire which suggests what
kind of statements should be made with respect to any given thing. The CIDOC CRM, on the other
hand, offers only abstract concepts and by virtue of this it has wider applicability. In our experience,
when data is presented to people, they understand quite well if information consisting of names and
terms is connected only by relatively abstract relationships and they appreciate graphical or schematic
representations, but they tend to get confused, even as domain specialists, when asked to enter data
directly into a generic model.
The problem is that a generic model does not suggest what to document in the specific case, it
only sufficiently explains what has been documented. It requires constant abstract thinking to match
generalizations to specific problems even though the generalizations are quite obvious after one sees
them. For instance, finding an object (as in archaeology) in the CRM would be represented as activity
in which an object is present. This abstraction is sufficient for most inferences about an archaeological
find. The activity type “finding” would be a term entered as data but not as part of the core model. An
archaeologist entering data, however, would like to see a field reminding him to enter where and when
an object was found. Similarly, other disciplines will have other special data needs. Hence, data entry
forms should normally be more application-specific than the generic model even if they are designed to
capture data for instantiating the generic model.
It is also good practice for a researcher or documentation specialist to preserve the information unit
(s)he has elaborated on as a whole both in order to maintain her/his authorship of the information unit
and for future revisions. If data is directly entered into a global semantic network and all knowledge is
merged, then the original units are lost. Many traditional relational database schemata are not immune
in this respect. Preserving the information unit allows an association to be made between them and
the people who understand their interpretation and other relevant knowledge, thereby verifying the
quality of the contents.
Finally, large monolithic resources are more sensitive to complete corruption and therefore cause more
problems for digital preservation than distributed units. Therefore, we propose to logically separate
documentation units and primary sources from the network level, and instead to derive data for the
network level from the documentation units and primary sources. Duplication of information establishes
good practice for digital preservation.
We distinguish three possible architectures to achieve this separation. They have different performance characteristics but can easily be combined to make optimal use of all of them.
(1) In data warehouse-style, facts can be extracted from sources and physically aggregated in a semantic
network. The extracted facts directly connect the surrogate nodes (Figure 4). In order to update
the network when sources change, it may be necessary to introduce reification statements [Hayes
2004] or similar mechanisms linking facts to their sources. This strategy makes querying, across
resources very fast, especially joins and deductions. Updating is more difficult since individual
facts may have multiple sources. Maintaining reification links is relatively expensive. It becomes
even more complex when coreference statements are added and linked to the surrogate nodes (see
Section 4.3). On the other hand, physically (on a dedicated system) creating the network provides
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Fig. 4. Semantic network linked back to sources via reification links.

more flexibility to actually detect coreference relations [Doerr et al. 2004] because extraction and
aggregation can be done in complex processes. Finally, semantic networks are not scalable or at
least no scalable architecture has yet been proposed.
(2) Sources are interpreted by a mediation service [Wiederhold 1992]. For instance, queries are formulated in terms of the global model and transformed according to the different source models to
bring back results conforming to the global model (e.g., Calvanese et al. [1998]; Figure 5). Assuming
mainly a local-as-view (LAV) approach [Cali 2003], this is only possible if the sources have a data
structure which can be mapped to the global model. The performance may depend on the degree of
heterogeneity of the local source to the global model. For mediation services, it is more difficult to
resolve coreference relations because queries are expected to be answered in real time. This would
change completely if explicit coreference relations were available. Joins and deductions are more
costly and require larger temporary computer memory. There is no update problem at all.
(3) Whereas the previous solutions were widely discussed in the past decade, we propose yet another
variant. Extracted local facts are represented in terms of the global model as summarization metadata units, which are preserved and remain connected to their sources. Then, coreference relations
could be described by linking to the surrogate nodes the corresponding local nodes, which in turn
are linked by local facts (Figure 6). The surrogate nodes could, for instance, be implemented by
one-to-many XLinks. This strategy doubles the path lengths in the network and makes querying
slower, but it has the advantages of avoiding both heterogeneity and reification and of offering a
scalable solution without central update problems.
We suggest that the architectures described deserve more research about the precise conditions
under which they would be most effective, both singularly and in combination. Obviously, querying
data paths in solution (3) is more effective the lower the density of coreference relations relative to
the number of local nodes and the lower the multiplicity of identical facts between the metadata units
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Fig. 6. Metadata connected to sources and indirect coreference links.

because it requires less joins across metadata units. The multiplicity of coreference and facts can be
quite characteristic for certain applications. For instance, in descriptions in typical catalogs of art
museums, certain facts about artists reoccur many times, whereas other facts about objects are quite
unique.
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There is nothing to prevent introducing some limited heterogeneity in solution (3) so that solution (3)
and (2) become more similar. In new systems, one could design the data structures of local sources right
away with minimal heterogeneity and known mappings to the global model. In local environments with
a low update rate, solution (1) may be most effective if reification can be simplified. Then, a complete
semantic network could take the logical place of a metadata unit in solution (3) Under this circumstance,
solution (3) could provide a way to make semantic networks distributed. These are only examples of how
the architectures could be combined to produce far more flexible and generic solutions for information
integration. For any distributed solution, research about effective indexing would also be a major issue
that needs attention (see, e.g., Podnar et al. [2006]).
Solution (3) is particularly suited to natural language processing techniques for knowledge extraction from free text. The CIDOC CRM has a nearly linguistic structure and makes this task relatively
easy [Genereux and Niccolucci 2006]. In particular, the event model maps easily to phrases containing action verbs. We suggest that more research be invested in extracting event-based metadata by
semi-automatic methods from free text. Far too little attention has been focused on this important
problem. [Vincent 2005]. We suggest that peer-to-peer networks and GRID technology can provide an
effective infrastructure to run various utilities to build the network create distributed indices, control
and monitor its consistency, and manage its convergence to higher states of integration.
6.

FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA

Summarizing, we believe it is time to revive the dream of a global network of knowledge, for the fourth
time now, after semantic networks, the Web and the Semantic Web. We have shown that the following
factors have not received particular attention in the past and could bring about a breakthrough.
(1) A global model must be relevant, small, and manageable. We achieve this for the CIDOC CRM
by an objective relevance criterion, that is, empirical evidence that data are actively structured by
experts in these terms, and by a clear functional focus, that is, the aggregation of factual, mesoscopic,
discrete knowledge about the past.
(2) The coreference problem needs to be addressed with a scalable solution, bringing precision to the
best stage of knowledge.
(3) Global consistency is not a yes or no question but a quality measure. Inconsistency must be effectively managed so that it can be systematically reduced. This holds in particular for coreference
and terminology.
Therefore, we believe it is feasible, and no more a dream, to create at reasonable cost factual relations
to feed global knowledge networks in the way we have outlined. They will never be globally consistent,
but it is possible to initiate processes that will insure the continuous improvement of consistency
and integration of results into an ever growing network where success is measured by the number of
surrogate nodes compared to the number of real-world items for which they stand. These networks
should have the expressive power to provide and aggregate information necessary for the building
and validation of scholarly and scientific hypotheses. More than any other discipline, cultural heritage
research needs to integrate factual knowledge. If research takes this direction, we can expect a multitude
of effective methods to emerge. In order to achieve this goal, we propose the following research agenda.
6.1

Ontology Engineering and Global Models

More systematic research needs to be undertaken involving empirical evidence for global models relating to generic kinds of discourse. Generic principles candidates should be validated in multiple domains.
We need a better understanding of the dependency of global models on the kinds of discourse they are
meant to support. Which models can be merged? How formal should they be? Many researchers regard
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ontologies as discipline and discourse neutral. This preconception may prevent us from better understanding the relationship between classes properties, and entities created following different ontological
choices.
6.2

Identity Negotiation

There should be more research on problems of coreference negotiation between distributed systems.
Processes should be developed to improve the states of knowledge reflected in distributed systems with
respect to an assumed reality, taking into account missing and erroneous knowledge. The authors currently work on these problems. More elaborate theories of identity conditions and states of knowledge
should inform duplicate detection methods. New architectures for coreference networks should generalize over authority files. Social models should be developed to engage scholars in large-scale maintenance
of coreference networks and, more generally, to preserve the personal relation of scholarly work to digital information. There should also be more research on the different notions of identity one would expect
in distributed environments and how they could be compared or reconciled for information integration.
6.3

Information Mapping

There should be an increased effort in information mapping. In general, it is impossible to solve all
cases of heterogeneity between information sources. We have observed that a carefully crafted global
model helps to avoid many cases of heterogeneity; tools tuned to a specific target model and to typical
cases of remaining heterogeneity are needed. Mapping presents a major bottleneck since it requires
domain experts; therefore, user-friendly interfaces are needed to fully engage and motivate the research
community. It should be possible to derive mediation algorithms and data-transformation algorithms
automatically from mapping specifications by domain experts and they should be able to validate the
mapping by evaluating the results of data-transformation examples.
6.4

Discourse Analysis

All of this research will continue to be speculative or naı̈ve in its aims if we do not begin to analyze
systematically the way scholars and scientists work and argue and what kinds of real questions arise at
different stages of research, hypotheses building, and validation. We anticipate that the availability of
nearly global ontologies geared towards a specific discourse will open up new possibilities of combining
argumentation models [Toulmin 1958; Gardin 1990; Streitz 1992; Roux 2004] with the subject matter of
argumentation, and thereby gain new insight into the structures and processes of discourse. Real user
scenarios and research questions from user studies could be analyzed as operations with an ontology
which could be compared to argumentation models. This knowledge could be used to derive requirements
for the research previously mentioned. It should, for instance, answer questions about necessary query
mechanisms and automated reasoning, the benefit of granularity of ontologies, and the relevance of the
ontological constructs we use in particular argumentation processes.
After advocating that it is feasible to create meaningful global networks of knowledge we must
clearly state that we do not envisage one single global network of knowledge but rather several very
large networks. Nevertheless, one may come to dominate, like the current Web, and others may be
partially integrated into it.
6.5

Obstacles

Basically we see two kinds of obstacles, social and technical. The social obstacle is that tight integration
requires a commitment to curate data and adhere to some common standards. We would expect that
user communities committing to such activities will grow and reach some natural limits related to the
effort versus the benefit drawn from the subject matter and quality of information.
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A technical obstacle is the nearly generic information model, which will have natural application
limitations. But even though the cultural heritage domain is notorious for offering competing points
of view and putting forward a proliferation of concepts, the cultural/historical community has agreed
upon a compact formulation of common concepts, the CRM. This is cause for optimism, since the ideas
outlined could be adopted by this large community and lead to knowledge networks far larger and more
powerful than anything we have seen so far. If research in this direction is taken up, we would expect
the realization of large full-scale knowledge networks within a decade, and these would give rise to a
multitude of research questions that could exploit advanced reasoning methods.

APPENDIX. CRM CORE
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